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TOURNEFORTIA   ARGENTEA   L.   f.
Seen   by   Stoddart,   1968.

SCAEVOLA   TACCADA   (Gaertn.)   Roxb.
Seen   by   Stoddart,   1968.



20.   AN   INTRODUCTION   OF   STREPTOPELIA   PICTURATA
INTO  THE   AMIRANTES

C.   W.   Benson

On   23   September   1967   I.   S.   C.   Parker   collected   for   the   National
Museum   of   Kenya,   Nairobi,   two   specimens   of   the   Malagasy   Turtledove
Streptopelia   picturata   on   St   Joseph   Atoll,   in   the   Amirantes   (see   map
in   Watson   et   al  .   1963,   179).    Thanks   to   R.   H.   Carcasson   and   A.   D.
Forbes-Watson,   I   have   had   the   loan   of   them,   and   they   have   been   donated
to   the   British   Museum   (Natural   History)  .

Both   are   sexed   as   females.    They   have   been   compared   with   material
of   the   grey-headed   S.   p.   picturata   (Temminck)  ,   of   Malagasy,   in   the
British   Museum   (Natural   History)  ,   from   which   in   colour   they   do   not
differ.    But   in   wing-length   (144,   154   mm)   they   are   smaller,   Benson
(1967,   79)   giving   a   range   of   158-170   (mean   166.7)   mm   for   14   Malagasy
females,   165-177   (mean   172.5)mm   for   12   Malagasy   males.    They   appear   to
represent   a   recent   introduction-  -more   likely   artifical   than   natural-  -
from   the   Seychelles.    S_.   p_.   picturata   was   artificially   introduced   into
the   Seychelles   in   the   nineteenth   century,   as   recently   discussed   by
Penny   (1968,   271)  .    It   has   there   hybridised   extensively   with   the   endemic
S.   p.   rostrata   (Bonaparte),   which   in   addition   to   colour-differences,
including   a   vinous   head,   is   smaller.    Thus   Benson   (1967,   79)   gives   the
wing-length   of   two   females   as   146,   147   mm   only.    Those   of   Parker's   two
specimens   suggest   that   they   do   not   represent   true   S_.   p.   picturata   but
are   the   result   of   some   hybridisation   with   rostrata.    Some   further
particulars   of   them   are   as   follows:

Weight
Irides
Skin   around   eye
Bill

Feet

Larger   specimen
(wing  154  mm)

135  g
pale   brown

maroon
horn-grey,   base
deep  maroon

dull   maroon

Smaller   specimen
(wing  144  mm)

110  g
pale   brown

pale   horn-grey,   soft
parts   tinged   maroon

dull   maroon

Information   is   very   desirable   on   the   extent   of   this   introduction
into   the   Amirantes,   where   there   is   an   endemic,   vinous  -headed,   subspecies,
Si.   p.   saturata   (Ridgway)  ,   discussed   by   Benson   (1967,   76).    Parker   had
informed   me   that   one   of   the   specimens   he   collected   was   with   a   vinous  -
headed   bird.    He   was   on   St   Joseph   Atoll   for   less   than   a   day,   and   so
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